Control your data
Control your data & get local support from the experts.
Which platform to chose?
Once you start collecting agronomic data, you will need a platform to store, interpret and
utilize this data on. It is important to consider the right features when searching for the
Precision Ag platform that will suit your organisation.
Is your platform fully compatible with all monitors present on your farm? Can your platform
handle data from multiple sources and in a range of different formats?
Is this a fully integrated platform that covers all your needs,
or will you need more software still? Is there local backup?
These and many more questions should be asked.

How often will you use Precision Ag?
You might not be using Precision Agriculture tools everyday
at this moment, but current developments are indicating that
this is rapidly changing for the majority of Australia’s growers.
So when you consider investing in Precision Ag tools, realise that
you are investing in the future - the better you position yourself
now, the easier your transition to the digital paddock will be!

Where can you learn all of this?
The whole idea behind Precision Agriculture is to make your job
easier, not harder. Cotton Growers Services (CGS) have developed
a program that keeps all important information only a click of a
button away, while letting us do the hard work for you.
You can have as little or as much involvement as you wish; your local CGS agronomist is always
ready to help you get the most out of your fully integrated Precision Agriculture platform. Whether you want to analyse some yield data, have a look at the latest satellite imagery or simply see
the paddock’s history; nothing is made more complicated then necessery.
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Proagrica Software
Cotton Growers Services has aligned itself with industry leader Proagrica Software,
a large UK based software development company that is solely focused
on agriculture. CGS finds the combination of a large, solid and
developed software provider together with local knowledge, service and
backup to be the ideal provider for Australian growers.
The Proagrica suite of software is based on the AgX platform. Proagrica, as the
parent company of AgX is privately owned and therefore the independent
alternative to competitors. Via the AgX platform, users can seamlessly share data with other users
and use a range of AgX applications that use the same data format.
						
The main Precision Ag software developed by Proagrica
						
is called Summit; Summit is used by industry leaders
						
accross the globe to process raw data into valuable
						
information. Summit is a hybrid solution between 		
						
desktop software and cloud-based service. 			
					
						
Summit is available on two levels: you will have 		
						
Summit basic on your computer for all the features that
you need access to. Your CGS agronomist has access to Summit Professional for all those
difficult tasks that are performed more efficiently when outsourced.
Sirrus is the iPad app for data collection, recommendation
editing, and reporting while out amongst your crops. You can
create and edit management zones, go cropscouting and create,
edit and send recommendation files directly to your machinery.
Some other examples of Sirrus’ capabilities include creating
georeferenced boundaries, split fields, union boundaries etc.
all while in the field. You can also take soil samples in a grid
pattern or specific zone and generate sampling reports
amongst many other features.
Once you have downloaded Sirrus from the Appstore, you simply login with your AgX account
and sync all data that you have already collected accross to your iPad.
Proagrica software is currently one of the only Precision Ag platforms operational in Australia
that is fully integrated, meaning that you get one platform to perform all tasks you can possibly
need; you will not need access to multiple platforms for seperate tasks. No other platform is
compatible with more machinery and types of monitors than the SST suite of software.
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What can CGS offer you?
Cotton Growers Services is committed to supplying the local expertise that ensures you are
getting the optimum results out of using one of the most recognised
Precision Agriculture platforms. As part of this support, CGS will:
• Process your data
• Create your Variable Rate scripts
• Supply training and backup
With a Summit basic subcription, you have access to all data that is generated. Amongst many
other tasks, you will be able to:
• View NDVI images, alter the legend to your preferences & create the map you need
• Create management zones in your paddocks
• Import yield data
• View processed yield data and overlay it with other information
• Keep a record of your paddock
Next to Summit basic, you will also have access to Sirrus on your iPad, for everything you need
when you are in the paddock.

Why use SST software via CGS?
With using Proagrica software through CGS, you gain the following advantages:
•
All reporting tools have already been setup; you will not have any initial setup costs
•
You get the backing from experienced agronomists
•
You will have local support for the use of this software
•
You gain full visibility to all your Precision Ag data
•
Connectivity with almost every monitor and piece of machinery on your farm 			
is already in place

Need more reasons?
Are you not sure if Proagrica software via CGS is the Precision Ag platform that will suit your
needs? To discuss the optimum way of improving the performance of your farming operation
through Precision Agriculture, please contact your local CGS
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